On the Resumption of Extracurricular Activities

On May 29, we announced that, under Stage Yellow, club and other extracurricular activities would in principle be prohibited. In the guidelines on the transition to Stage Yellow issued on July 10, we continued to prohibit all extracurricular activities on campus until the end of the exam period for the S Semester, and we stated that the resumption of extracurricular activities would be decided based on university-wide policies.

Because facilities for extracurricular activities have been reopened at Hongo as of Wednesday, July 29, I hereby announce that restrictions on the use of such facilities on the Komaba Campus will also be relaxed as follows:

- Some facilities for extracurricular activities will be made available to student groups on a trial basis from the beginning of August. Based on the results of those trials, other facilities will be gradually made available for use again starting Thursday, August 6. The application procedures will be announced by the Student Support Section.

- When restarting extracurricular activities, students should refer to the university-wide guidelines issued on July 17 (in Japanese; see link below) and follow all instructions issued by the Student Support Section. In addition to taking all necessary measures to prevent the spread of infections, please be especially careful to avoid gatherings and parties that involve eating or drinking. In addition, do not plan or take part in any overnight excursions or camps.

Please note that, if the number of infections in Tokyo or among UTokyo students continues to increase, then it might be necessary to reimpose a partial or complete ban on extracurricular activities on the Komaba Campus.

For more details about extracurricular activities and entrance to campus after August 6, please refer to the latest information posted on the sites below.

*UTokyo guidelines on the resumption of extracurricular activities (in Japanese)*
https://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ja/general/policy-about-restart-of-activities.html

*Announcements from College and Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (in English)*
https://www.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng_site/zenki/ (Junior Division)
https://www.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng_site/fas/ (Senior Division)
https://www.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng_site/graduate/ (Graduate School)
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